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 base ship pistol, other,000,000 ship pointer shield. Their orders are: Remove all articles from the debris of the armada and keep
it together, take 2 ship tokens from the debris of the armada, remove 3 research tokens from the debris of the armada and place
it on the board edge, move 8 planet tokens to the colonist area, move 1 ship token to the colonist area. If they hit a rock, keep

the 1 ship token. They have a stat of 3. Their actions are: roll for weapons, get a rock, move 3 ship tokens, remove 1 ship token
and place it on the board edge, move 4 planet tokens to the colonist area, remove 1 ship token. -UEE SEED Class USN Scout
(Seed Genesis) Scout Class Sensor Strength: 40,000 Speed: None Hit Points: 5 Weapons: No Crew: 1 Build Time: 6 Upgrades:
10 Armor: 0 Shields: Utilities: The SEED scout is the standard reconnaissance version of the Seed Corps. Its primary mission is
to scout out enemy fleet positions. It is equipped with two sensor scopes that provide long range map data, one that shows the
battlefield in detail, and a second that offers a three dimensional view. The ship carries a crew of 1 and has an armament of 2
Medium Plasma Cannon and 2 Plasma Turrets. They are meant to be stationary and stationary scouts are usually found just

outside the corvette's position in a pod (otherwise known as a Sensor Pod). They are not meant to be the main ship of a fleet and
they have a rather short ranged sensor network. The ship can be hit by a heavy weapon or a magazine or even a single weapon
shot, with serious damage or even lethal results. The player can choose between two types of scouting vessels. The PDA can
only be used by a Class1 ship, the other type can be used by both classes of ship. These two types are described in the tables

below. Seed Genesis PDA Description The PDA is a medium sized scout ship capable of moving up to 2.5 kts. It carries sensors
and consumables for short range work as 82157476af
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